On 16, 17 and 23 of April 2018, SANTE/B2 organised in total five webinars to assist stakeholders in the application of the secondary legislation on systems of traceability and security features for tobacco products. Stakeholders were informed about the webinars via the DG SANTE website and could sign up for participation in advance. The main purposes of the webinars were twofold: on the one hand, they provided information and assisted stakeholders who were not in a position to participate in the previously held Regional Workshops and, on the other hand, the webinars allowed all stakeholders to submit/raise important questions related to the secondary legislation that were still pending at that point. All webinars were chaired by SANTE/B2 and divided into two parts: a general presentation by SANTE/B2 and a Q&A session. All stakeholders participated in the webinars remotely.

**Webinar on 16 April (morning session)**

After the SANTE/B2 presentation, questions submitted by stakeholder participants in advance were discussed, covering the following topics: export of products to third countries, review and approval process of data storage contracts, implementation deadline, security feature composition across Member States, transport companies and their legal requirements, trans-loading recording obligations, returns from first retail outlets, classification of tranship points, multiple questions related to the recording of transactional information (invoices, orders,
payments), recording obligations in the case of stolen/lost products, and recording obligations in cases where two manufacturers exist for a product.

**Webinar on 16 April (afternoon session)**
After the SANTE/B2 presentation, questions submitted by stakeholder participants in advance were discussed, covering the following topics: recording obligations in the case of returned products, costs coverage for scanning equipment, delivery method for unique identifier, combination of unique identifier and tax stamp (as the security feature), export of products to third countries, EOID registration procedure and deadlines, sanctions in the case of non-compliance, application requirements of the unique identifier, legal scope of the traceability system, and estimated costs of the traceability system.

**Webinar on 17 April (morning session)**
After the SANTE/B2 presentation, questions submitted by stakeholder participants in advance were discussed, covering the following topics: appointment procedure for provider of secondary repository, requirements for security features in countries that do not have a tax stamp, quality control for security features, application scope of anti-tampering devices, automatic alerts for enforcement authorities, ID issuer appointment procedure, purpose and structure of flat files, definition of unit packet, communication of permitted security feature compositions, possibility for stakeholders to use GTIN, virtual storage of data (cloud systems), format of acknowledgment messages.

**Webinar on 23 April (morning session)**
After the SANTE/B2 presentation, questions submitted by stakeholder participants in advance were discussed, covering the following topics: existence of specific studies related to niche products, data security and confidentiality, export of products to third countries, recording obligation in cases where logistic and financial flows are different for a given product (“Dreiräumigkeit”).

**Webinar on 23 April (afternoon session)**
After the SANTE/B2 presentation, questions submitted by stakeholder participants in advance were discussed, covering the following topics: recording obligations for vending machines, recording obligations in the case of “mixed packages”, recording obligation for sales in cash &
carry markets, implementation timeline, impact on SMEs, rules on competent ID issuer, fees charged for generation and issuing of unique identifiers, export of products to third countries.
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ABS INFORMATICA
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C.Gars Ltd and Turmeaus Tobacconists
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\(^1\) The list of participants is based on the registration requests that DG SANTE received from stakeholders in advance of the webinars.
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Kohlhase, Kopp & Co. GmbH & Co. KG
KT INTERNATIONAL SA
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LOGISTA GROUP
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Tabac World Limited
Tabacalera SLU
TABACALERA SLU
Tabaksbedrijf Stubbe nv
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Tobacco Manufacturers’ Association (UK)
tobaccoland Automaten GmbH & Co. KG
Tobaccoland Handels GmbH & Co. KG
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Topaz Energy Ltd
Tor Imports Ltd
TRADITAB
Transgourmet Deutschland GmbH & Co. OHG
TRENDYFOODS SA + TRENDYFOODS Luxembourg SA
T-Systems
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